PNPC Support to Lenders’ Response on the UNHR Report
Ref. AL OTH 15/2020 dated 17 April 2020 and AL THA 2/2020 dated 17 April 2020

PART 1. Corrections and Clarifications on Misconceptions
Number
UN Report

1

Clarifications
and
Corrections by
PNPC (Xe-Pian
Xe-Namnoy
Power Co.,
Ltd.)

The volume of water discharged during the Incident was 500 Million tons and
not 5 Billion tons as cited in the UNHR Report.
The GOL (Government of Laos) was very conscientious in the efforts to locate,
retrieve and identify the dead and missing. The daily reporting relative to the
dead and missing during the search and recovery phase of the incident was
very transparent. Corresponding death certificates for the dead were issued
after a thorough verification process while death certificates for the missing
were likewise issued after detailed verification and re-verification has been
conducted and in accordance with existing and relevant laws and regulations
relative to such. Eventually, the official number of dead was forty nine (49) and
missing was twenty two (22).
The factual number of people in temporary accommodations is three thousand
two hundred twenty four (3,224) and not seven thousand (7,000) as cited in
the UNHR Report.
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Clarifications
and
Corrections
by PNPC

Despite the urgency of the situation during at that time, the temporary
accommodations have been designed and constructed to respect and uphold
the human rights of the affected people, including:
 Bedroom with fan for sleeping
 Cooking area on the veranda
1
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Water supply from borehole with header tank and water supply
distribution system
Septic tanks and a support pump truck to pump out the septic tanks
Storm drainage and regular backfilling of potholes to prevent buildup of
stagnant water
The GOL provided each household with monthly rice and cash allowances
PNPC is continually providing support to ensure (i) the regular conduct of
waste management, (ii) pumping out of septic tanks and waste water and
proper disposition thereof, (iii) funding of monthly rice and monetary
allowances, (iv) electricity supply
The conduct of Integrated Mother and Child Health check-ups in the
temporary accommodations on a regular basis.
An extension building of the Sanamxay Hospital was constructed and
furnished to accommodate any additional potential patients from the
temporary accommodations.
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Clarifications GOL has established the Socio-Economic and Environment Impact Committee to
manage the survey and compensation process which were conducted by the
and
GOL, PNPC, and PNPC EPC Contractor.
Corrections
by PNPC
In mid-2019, 50% of each claim for losses directly to each household in 7 main
impacted villages were provided while the correct amounts were being verified
and finalized. This was a request from the claimants and the GOL, to which the
PNPC acceded to.
Moreover, 100% of each claim for losses were directly provided to each
household in the 12 minor impacted Villages while compensation payments of
claims for losses by the Business sector were likewise completed.
Currently, the final settlement of the remaining compensation payments are
currently being implemented through village-level consultations.
As part of the post-incident rehabilitation plan, PNPC and its EPC Contractor has
funded UXO clearing and land clearing of over 2,140 hectares of new
replacement agricultural lands. The clearing works has been 100% completed.
In addition to the new agricultural lands, the PNPC and GOL conducted a survey
of mud deposits in the flooded agricultural lands and agreed on a compensation
amount to rehabilitate these lands. At the time of writing, removal of mud
deposits in the existing agricultural lands is ongoing with over 50% progress. It
is targeted that the people can grow rice and cash crops this year as well as
continue to receive rice and money allowances through transitional assistance.
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Clarification
s and
Corrections
by PNPC

The compensation process executed by Attapeu Provincial Departments, PNPC,
PNPC EPC Contractor, Village Authorities and international recognized third
party specialty company for loss adjustment is very transparent and
consultative. Each claimant household has been individually interviewed and
open consultation meetings were held in each village where compensation
amounts and calculation were explained. Each meeting also served as venues
for grievances and where queries are answered.
Each household was given the opportunity to provide responses or feedbacks on
the compensation amounts and or processes. Upon receipt of compensation
payment, each claimant signed/signs a compensation receipt to confirm their
satisfaction.
To date, no claimant/s has refused to receive their agreed compensation
payment/s. In the event a claimant is not satisfied despite receiving
compensation, the claimant can avail of the grievance process provided by the
GOL.
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Clarification
s and
Corrections
by PNPC

The root cause of the failure was conducted by the International Expert Panel
(IEP) and presented to the GOL National Investigation Committee (NIC). PNPC is
not in the position to comment on these.
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Clarification
s and
Corrections
by PNPC

The PNPC cannot comment on any allegations involving other parties.
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Clarification
s and
Corrections
by PNPC

Before the Incident, PNPC/SKEC continually issued evacuation warnings to the
GOL and Village Authorities immediately after site inspection.
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Clarification
and
Correction
by PNPC

All individual household claimants were interviewed and consulted on their
claims for losses. The amounts of compensation and calculations were
explained to each household. GOL has a grievance mechanism to ensure that
any issues and concerns are resolved to the satisfaction of every complainant.
After each compensation payment/s was transferred to each respective
household bank account, each household claimant signed/signs a
compensation payment receipt. Ongoing reparations will follow the same
procedure. To date, everyone has been satisfied with the compensation
payment amount and no one has rejected.
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Clarification
s and

The GOL established a donation distribution system to support each affected
household. All Project Stakeholders, the GOL, Domestic and International
4

Corrections
by PNPC

supporters and the local people have provided donations, assistance,
coordination and cooperation.
To ensure proper management of various relief items, the PNPC/SKEC funded
the construction of warehouses in the provincial center and in each of the new
villages for ease of storage and distribution (food, clothes, blankets, etc.).
All donations were and are being used to ensure that needs of the affected
people are met.
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Clarification In addition to the development of the new agricultural lands, PNPC/SKEC is
and
funding the removal of mud deposits in the villages and fields. Mud cleaning
Correction
works are ongoing with over 50% progress.
by PNPC
Number
UN Report
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Clarification
s and
Corrections
by PNPC

Since the Incident, Attapeu Provincial Departments, PNPC, SKEC, Village
Authorities, and a third party specialty company claims loss adjuster.
interviewed/assessed/consulted with each household claimant on their claims
for losses and damages. Numerous open consultation meetings were held in
each affected village and compensation amounts and calculations explained to
each claimant household.

PART 2. Responses to questionnaires

Please find above additional clarifications and corrections in PART 1.
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[Bank to provide]

In full compliance with the Laws of The Lao PDR, an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) and
Resettlement & Ethnic Development Plan (REDP) were prepared prior to the construction phase
by an independent consulting company. The EIA and REDP were duly reviewed and approved by
the environment and social experts of the GOL and the Lenders’ Technical Advisor.
The REDP includes an Ethnic People Plan which studied the ethnic traditions in the project area
and includes measures to avoid and mitigate any negative social and cultural impacts on these.
During the Project Construction Phase, ethnic groups’ rights and traditional beliefs were respected
and upheld through consultations, such as the conduct of and support for traditional ceremonies.
To help preserve ethnic beliefs, customs, and traditions, the PNPC constructed two ethnic
museums for the Oy and Nya Hyun Ethnic communities to showcase and document important
aspects of their culture and traditions.
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